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ZONE RV VENTURE SERIES – ADVENTURE REINVENTED 
 
Australia’s off-road caravan specialist and winner of Caravan World’s ‘Best Aussie Van’ 
competition, ZONE RV, now has its eyes on leading the touring and dirt-track caravan 
market with the launch of its all new Venture Series. 
 
The new caravan range is designed and built for those who don’t intend on going off-road 
or partaking in remote travel, but still want peace of mind while veering from bitumen. 
Encompassing all of the manufacturing technology and strength of ZONE RV’s famous Off- 
Road Series, the Venture Series differentiates with its ‘stripped back’ specifications to 
further reduce weight and maximise the essentials for its intended purpose. As a result, 
the three models within the series come in at a lower price bracket, starting at $85,900. 
 
Consisting of the ZV-18.6, ZV-20.6 and the ZV-21.6, each model in the Venture Series has 
a tandem axle and comes standard with ZONE RV’s new 2.0 refined chassis and cabinetry. 
The newly announced chassis and cabinetry advancements will be now used in all of the 
ZONE RV caravans, not just the Venture Series, to support the weight reduction and also 
increase strength. 
 
Aside from the main RHS chassis rails, the new chassis incorporates laser cut and folded 
engineered components. While the transport industry has been reaping the benefits of this 
new style of construction for a number of years now, ZONE RV is proud to be the first 
caravan manufacturer to roll out this new approach to its full extent. 
 
The all new cabinetry system is exclusive to ZONE RV and takes its cue from the smart 
composite sandwich panel technology applied to the body construction of each van. Using a 
combination of laminate and fiberglass composite sandwich panel interior components, the 
new cabinetry is lighter, more durable and exudes an impeccable visual finish. 
 
Known for its industry leading low tare weights, ZONE RV’s Venture Series offers generous 
payload with up to a 1000kg standard. Other standard specifications include 17-inch 
Highway Terrain tyres, Vehicle Components CRS-Coil independent suspension, 190L AES 
Fridge/Freezer, large external toolbox, twin 9kg gas bottles, 100L fresh water storage 
plus 100L grey water storage, 100W of solar power and 120-amp AGM deep-cycle 
battery, air-conditioning, full ensuite, FUSION entertainment system and digital TV. 
 
As with all ZONE RV caravans, the Venture Series is 100% timber-less and uses marine 
inspired materials and processes. Instead, four single fiberglass composite panels are 
used for the floor, roof and side walls, bonded together without the need for screws, 
fasteners or a frame. The foam core centre within each sandwich panel provides the 
highest thermal properties for optimal insulation.  
 
ZONE RV is now taking orders for a limited number of 2017 builds. With entry level pricing 
on offer, these slots are filling fast. For more information, head to 
www.zonerv.com.au/venture-series. 
 


